
MIXTRACK
DJ SOFTWARE CONTROLLER

COMPUTER DJ SYSTEMS

YOU hAvE YOUR MUSIC. YOU hAvE ThE DESIRE. All YOU nEED nOw IS 
MIXTRACK. Control crowds to reach frenzied crescendos, remix tracks on-the-
fly by looping and adding effects or just tear it up scratching over the freshest 
beats. MIXTRACK takes you there. 

MIXTRACK’s familiar layout works just like two decks and a mixer so whether 
you’re a seasoned professional or building your DJ skills, MIXTRACK is easy to 
learn and handles advanced techniques. Two giant, touch-sensitive platters and 
illuminated transport controls respond to every movement you make. Built-in 
sync automatically beat-matches tracks so you’re always on. MIXTRACK’s full 
mixer section includes cross-fader, 3-band EQ, Pitch Adjust controls and Loop/
Hot Cue/Effect buttons; just what you need to keep your set dynamic and 
moving. 

MIXTRACK comes factory mapped for use with Traktor LE, so you’ll be ready to 
go right out of the box. This popular, easy-to-learn software is made for mixing, 
remixing, and producing music. One USB cable to your computer and you’re off 
mixing before you know it: from your bedroom, to the local clubs, to sold out 
venues. It all starts with MIXTRACK. 

FEATURES:

Large touch sensitive platters for accurate control and scratching•	

Classic, dual-deck layout with complete mixer section•	

Lighted controls indicate status in software for less time looking at the computer•	

MIDI-over-USB controller is compatible with virtually all DJ software•	

Mac and PC class-compliant USB – no software drivers to install•	

USB-powered device does not require additional power supply•	

Includes Native Instruments Traktor LE software, •	
pre-mapped for Traktor Duo/Pro
Works with MP3, WAV, AIFF, FLAC, Ogg Vorbis, WMA (non-DRM, Windows •	
only), AAC (non-DRM), and audio CDs (requires CD drive on computer)

All information is preliminary and subject to change.
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